In Brief
Adaptation in reaching is a central issue in motor neuroscience. However, even the cortical origin of errors that drive adaptation has remained elusive. Here, Inoue et al. show that error signals encoded by motor cortical neurons drive adaptation in reaching.
INTRODUCTION
Reaching movements are subject to adaptation, which refers to the modification of a movement based on trial-by-trial feedback of error typically induced by exposure to prismatic displacement or external perturbations (Bastian, 2008; Kitazawa et al., 1995; Thoroughman and Shadmehr, 2000) . It is now generally accepted that the cerebellum plays a key role in adaptation because dysfunction in the cerebellum impairs adaptation (Baizer et al., 1999; Bastian, 2008; Criscimagna-Hemminger et al., 2010; Hanajima et al., 2015; Martin et al., 1996a; Maschke et al., 2004; Pisella et al., 2005; Smith and Shadmehr, 2005; Thach et al., 1992; Xu-Wilson et al., 2009) . In monkeys, information on end-point errors in reaching is conveyed through climbing fibers (Kitazawa et al., 1998) , which have been hypothesized to provide the cerebellum with sensory and motor errors in movement control (Ito, 2002 (Ito, , 2013 . However, the cortical origin of the error signals for adaptation remains largely unknown.
A theoretical framework known as ''feedback-error learning'' hypothesized that a portion of the climbing fiber responses represents motor errors generated by motor cortical circuits that receive highly processed information from sensoryassociation cortices and that send motor commands to motor units via the pyramidal tract (Kawato and Gomi, 1992) . In agreement with this theory, Kurata and Hoshi (Kurata and Hoshi, 1999) reported that the inactivation of the ventral part of the premotor cortex (PM) impairs prism adaptation in monkeys. In contrast, human imaging studies to date have not reported any involvement of motor cortical circuits but implicated ''sensory-association cortices,'' such as parietal regions (areas 2 to 5) and those around the intraparietal sulcus, in representing errors in reaching (Diedrichsen et al., 2005; Luauté et al., 2009) .
We thus raised two questions. First, we asked whether motor cortical circuits represent error signals in reaching. To answer this question, we examined whether neurons in the primary motor cortex (M1) or the premotor cortex (PM) encode end-point errors in reaching induced by wedge prisms in random directions and amplitudes. Here, we show that both M1 and PM do encode information on end-point errors in reaching. Second, we asked whether the error signals in the motor cortical circuits were causally related to adaptation. To demonstrate this causal relationship, we delivered electrical microstimulation to M1 and PM immediately after the reaching movement. We further show that microstimulation to these regions caused trial-by-trial increases in reach errors, which subsided exponentially when the stimulation was terminated.
RESULTS

Behavioral Data
Monkeys made rapid arm reaching movements toward a visual target with a reaction time less than 400 ms and a movement duration less than 400 ms in more than 90% of trials ( Figure 1A ). The mean reaction time was 290 ms (±24 ms, SD) for monkey A and 258 (±32) ms for monkey S. The mean movement time was 283 (±22) ms for monkey A and 279 (±42) ms for monkey S. When the visual field was not displaced, the mean end-point error was as small as 5.2 mm (±2.9 mm, SD) for monkey A (Figure 2A ) and 5.1 (±3.2) mm for monkey S.
When we introduced visual displacement (using motor-driven prisms) that randomly ranged from À20 to +20 mm ( Figure 1B ), the visual error actually distributed over the 40 3 40 mm square as designed (Figure 2B, visual error) . Motor errors, which we defined as the difference between visual error and prism displacement ( Figure 1C ), became significantly larger ( Figure 2C , 7.4 ± 4.0 mm for monkey A, p < 0.0001, t(3998) = 19.1; 9.8 ± 7.2 mm for monkey S, p < 0.0001, t(945) = 14.0).
This increase in motor error (me) variability might have resulted from trial-by-trial adaptations in response to each visual error (ve) whose variability was increased by the random displacement procedure. We thus formulated a model of trial-by-trial adaptation as follows:
meðn + 1Þ = A meðnÞ À BfveðnÞ À Cg
and
where A, B, C, and D denote a retention factor (A), a learning rate (B), a bias correction term (C), and the motor error of the first trial (D). (A) The reaching task. The monkey made a rapid reaching movement toward a target that appeared at a random location on the screen. The vision was blocked by a liquid crystal shutter during the movement. The shutter was opened again for 300 ms to demonstrate the final error in reaching. (B) Left: a PC-controlled wedge prism was used to introduce 9 3 9 visual displacements in a random manner that covered a 40 mm 3 40 mm square (8.2 3 8.2 , prism displacement). Middle and right: a target was presented randomly in a 40 mm 3 40 mm square (real target zone) that was displaced from the center of the screen so that the square was placed (perceived) in the straightahead direction after visual displacement. As a result, the animals were kept unaware of the visual displacement until the touch. The figure illustrates an example of the real target zone when a chosen displacement was 20 mm to the right (20, 0). (C) A diagram illustrating the visual error and the motor error. We defined visual errors as the vector between the perceived target (virtual target position) and the perceived touch position (virtual touch position), which were displaced from the real positions by the prism. When we fitted the discrete adaptation model to the visual and motor errors, as shown in Figure 2D , the model explained 21% of the total variance for the horizontal error (coefficient of determination, d.c. = 0.21; p < 0.0001) and 15% for the vertical error (p < 0.0001) with retention factors close to 1 (A h = 0.97, A v = 1.0), with learning rates of 0.12 (B h ) and 0.24 (Bv), and with biases and initial motor errors of close to zero (C h = À0.82 mm, C v = 2.1 mm; D h = 3.8 mm, D v = À3.6 mm). The effect was visible on some occasions when significant positive visual errors occurred in succession (shaded trials shown in Figure 2D ): the motor error (blue circles), which was approximated by the model predictions (blue line), actually decreased. To further confirm that the level of fitting was not achieved by chance, we randomly permuted the order of the data block and applied the same model to each of the 100 permuted data blocks. All resulting coefficients of determination were smaller than the actual determination coefficients (arrows in Figure 2E ). Using the random permutation method, the model fitting was shown to be significant for 64 of the 79 data blocks (81%) in either the horizontal or vertical direction (p < 0.05). The median retention factors were greater than 0.95 in both directions for both monkeys (A h , A v in Figure 2F ). The median learning rates fell within a range of 0.02 to 0.06 (Figure (B and C) Distributions of visual (B) and motor (C) errors when a random visual displacement was introduced. Note that the visual error covered the 40 mm 3 40 mm square area as designed, whereas the motor error was distributed in a Gaussian manner with an error ellipse larger than that of the non-visual displacement trials (A). The results show that a small but significant adaptation occurred after each trial. Because visual errors ranged from 0 to 30 mm during each random displacement period ( Figure 2B ), the effects of trial-by-trial adaptations should range between 0 and 2 mm, assuming a mean correction rate of 0.02-0.06. Thus, part of the increase in the variance of the end-point errors (up to $1 mm) can be explained by systematic trial-by-trial adaptations, and the remainder (1-4 mm) can be explained by the decreased reliability of the visual error feedback. Regarding eye movements, the monkeys generally looked around the center of the screen when a target appeared, made a single saccade toward the target during reach, and remained fixated on the target during the post-movement exposure period when the shutters were re-opened ( Figure 2G ). Accordingly, the retinal target position was distributed across the 40 3 40 mm zone when the target was presented (Target on, Figure 2H ), but it became much smaller during the post-movement exposure period (Touch, Figure 2H : mean: 5.6 mm = 1.1 , SD: 3.0 mm = 0.6 ).
Classifications of Neuronal Activity
We classified neuronal activity of all 237 recorded neurons into four groups by applying a cluster analysis (Figure 3 ). Each cluster was characterized by activation at the onset of the movement (#1), activation during the movement, which peaked around the touch (#2), activation after the touch (#3), and activation before (G) Saccade onset probability plotted against time aligned to the touch (100 trials, monkey A). Note that no saccade occurred during the 300-ms post-movement period when the shutter was opened again (shaded). the reach that dropped during the movement (#4). The proportion of Cluster #2 was the largest in both M1 (45%) and PM (35%, Figure 3C ). The proportion of Cluster #4 was larger in PM (23%) than in M1 (10%), though the difference was not statistically significant. We carried out this cluster analysis with the expectation that cells that fire after touch (#3) should carry major information regarding end-point errors of reach compared with those that fire during earlier stages of movement (#1). Figure 4A exemplifies a typical Cluster #2 neuron in M1 that was particularly activated during the reaching movement. We examined whether the neural activity of this neuron encoded information on the visual end-point error distributed over the 40 3 40 mm square, as shown by black dots (Figures 4B and 4C) . During a mid-movement period from 100 to 200 prior to the touch (colored cyan in Figure 4A ), the number of spikes did not depend on the visual error ( Figure 4B ): the sum of spike counts in 163 trials during the 100-ms period was almost equally distributed over the four quadrants (124, 111, 108, and 116 ). This was not unexpected because the direction and amplitude of prism displacement, which was chosen randomly and served as the main source of visual error, was unpredictable to the monkey. In contrast, during the post-movement period (100 to 200 ms after the touch, shaded magenta in Figure 4A ), the neuron discharged seven times more strongly when the monkey erred in the leftdownward direction (spike count = 42) than when it erred in the right-upward direction (spike count = 6). The distribution of the spike counts over the four quadrants (6, 35, 42, and 28) was significantly different from that expected from the number of trials (c 2 = 25.8, df = 3, p < 0.0001). This inequality means that the neural activity during this post-movement period encoded significant information on the visual error. We quantified this inequality by calculating mutual information that equaled 0.22 bits (visual error information) in this case. By moving a time window of 100 ms along the time axis with steps of 10 ms, we found that this neuron yielded significant information during a postmovement period from 80 to 520 ms after the touch ( Figure 4D , filled area). It is worth noting that the neuron encoded visual error information during the post-movement period when the neuron was relatively silent compared with the mid-movement period. Thirty-four percent of the M1 neurons (54/156) encoded significant information on the visual error after the touch: it reached the half-maximum at 140 ms, peaked at 230 ms, and decreased to the half-maximum approximately 500 ms after the touch ( Figure 4E) . Figure 4F shows an example of a Cluster #3 PM neuron that was primarily activated after the reaching movement. This PM neuron again did not encode significant information on the visual error during the movement ( Figure 4G ) but showed inequality after the touch (c 2 = 72.3, df = 3, p < 0.0001) with the information measure of 0.44 bits ( Figure 4H ). This neuron yielded significant information from 80 to 220 ms after the touch ( Figure 4I , filled areas). Thirty-eight percent of the PM neurons (29/80) encoded visual error information. The summation across the 29 PM neurons reached the half-maximum at 40 ms, peaked at 90 ms, and decreased to the half-maximum at 220 ms after the touch ( Figure 4J ). Figure 5A shows the proportions of neurons that coded significant visual error information in each cluster. It is worth noting that more than 25% of neurons encoded significant information in all clusters. The proportion was significantly uneven in PM (c 2 = 10.7, df = 3, p < 0.05) but not in M1 (c 2 = 6.6, df = 3, p > 0.05): Cluster #3 neurons with post-movement activations were most likely to represent visual error information in PM (>50%). However, the peak information encoded by each neuron was not significantly different across the clusters or the area of recording ( Figure 5B ; two-way ANOVA, Cluster (#1-#4) 3 area (PM/M1)).
Information on the Visual Errors
Effects of Post-movement Stimulation to M1 and PM
To provide evidence of a causal relationship between the error signals and adaptation, we examined the effects of intracortical microstimulation delivered just after the end of each reaching movement. If the stimulation was interpreted as an error in reaching, the end-point error would increase trial-by-trial in the direction opposite to the preferred error direction. Figure 6A shows a Cluster #3 PM neuron that was activated after the reaching movement. This PM neuron encoded significant visual error from 80 ms to 220 ms after the touch with a peak at 90 ms ( Figure 6B ). The preferred direction of the visual error at the peak was 55 ( Figure 6B , inset). After confirming the visual error information encoded by the neuron, we set the prism displacement to zero and made the monkey repeat the reaching task for 30 trials (pre-test period, Figures 6C and 6D) , during which the error distributed around zero. Then, we delivered electrical stimulations (64 mA: 80% of the movement threshold; 66 200-ms pulses over 200 ms) over 30 successive trials. Notably, the stimulation was delivered immediately after each movement was completed, from the touch until 200 ms after the touch. Repetitive pairing of reaching movements with post-movement stimulation produced a gradual increase in end-point error in the lower-left direction ( Figures 6C and 6D , red points): the rate of increase was 0.22 mm per trial in the direction opposite to the preferred direction ( Figure 2D , Y-error), as indicated by the negative slope of the regression line (À0.25 ± 0.10 mm/trial, 95% confidence interval, p < 0.001). The error did not increase in the orthogonal direction (X-error, Figure 6D ). When the stimulation was discontinued (post-test period), the error decreased trial-by-trial in an exponential manner (post-test period, Figure 6D ) with a correction rate of 0.14 (solid curve).
We delivered electrical stimulation to 31 locations (18 locations in M1 and 13 locations in PM). Errors generally increased in the anti-preferred direction as shown by the negative slopes during the stimulation block (27 of 31 locations, Figure 7A ). The slopes were significantly smaller than zero in 15 locations (seven M1 and eight PM neurons, filled and open circles in Figure 7A ). Accordingly, the mean error (across 31 locations) increased in the anti-preferred direction with a slope of À0.099 ± 0.028 mm/trials ( Figure 7B ; 95% confidence interval, p < 0.001). The estimated after-effect was 2.0 ± 0.57 mm (p < 0.001), which subsided with an estimated correction rate of 0.11.
As for the 15 locations with a significant increase in errors, the median of the after-effect was 3.7 mm in the anti-preferred direction (p < 0.0001, n = 15, Wilcoxon rank sum test, Figure 7C ) with a median correction rate of 0.10 (p < 0.0001, n = 15, Wilcoxon rank sum test, Figure 7D ). The after-effects tended to be larger in PM than in M1 stimulation, though the difference was not significant ( Figure 7D ).
Effects of a 100-ms Delay
To test whether the visual error information was actually visual in origin, we inserted a 100-ms delay before opening the liquidcrystal shutters. Figure 4K shows the temporal profile of the visual error information of an M1 neuron in 0-ms delay condition (red) and 100-ms delay condition (green line). As expected, the onset latency of the visual error information was delayed by 100 ms from 130 ms in the 0-ms delay condition to 230 ms in the 100-ms delay condition. The peak latency was delayed more from 250 ms to 420 ms ( Figure 4K ). The summed error of information over ten neurons showed similar delays after inserting a 100-ms delay ( Figure 4L) . (E and F) Effects of a 100-ms delay in delivering ICMS. Note that the ICMS was no longer effective when the ICMS to the same PM region was delayed by only 100 ms (100 to 300 ms after the touch).
When a 100-ms delay was inserted before the delivery of the microstimulation, the stimulation was no longer effective as exemplified in Figure 6F . We examined the effect of the delayed stimulation in seven locations (five M1 and two PM) by comparing after-effects in the 0-and 100-ms delay conditions. The after-effect in the 100-ms condition (median = 0.3 mm) was significantly smaller than the after-effect with the 0-ms delay (median = 2.3 mm, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p = 0.031; n = 7). In addition, significant increases in errors were observed in four locations with the 0-ms delay (4/7: 3/5 in M1 and 1/2 in PM), but in none with the 100-ms delay (0/7). The results indicate that error information encoded in the initial 100 ms after the touch was most effective for inducing adaptation.
Muscle Activity
According to the feedback-error learning hypothesis, error signals for learning serve as feedback control signals for movement correction. According to this hypothesis, minor but significant muscle activities would have been automatically evoked in response to visual errors, although the monkeys were not allowed to move their hands with an abortion threshold of 5.3 mm. To test this prediction, we recorded electromyograms (EMGs) from wrist and elbow flexors and extensors, and we examined whether muscle activities encode information on end-point errors. We found that EMG activities encode significant information on end-point errors during the post-movement period ( Figures 8A-8D , shaded in dark blue). During each 100-ms period that yielded peak information (shaded in cyan), EMG activities for each muscle group were broadly tuned to a particular direction of visual error: the lower left-hand direction for wrist extensors (À149 , Figure 8E ) and elbow flexors (À121 , Figure 8H ) and the upper left-hand direction for wrist flexors (151 , Figure 8F ) and elbow extensors (139 , Figure 8G ). We then examined the relationship between visual error tuning of neurons and arm movements evoked through supra-threshold stimulation to each recording location. Supra-threshold stimulations evoked wrist extension at nine recording locations where significant information on visual error was detected. The mean of the normalized spike counts across the nine neurons (seven M1 and two PM neurons) showed that the preferred error of these neurons was directed in the lower left-hand direction on average (À112 , Figure 8E , left) as was found for wrist extensor activity levels (À149 , right) with a difference of 37 . The results show that activating these neurons that preferentially responded to errors in the lower left-hand direction would have corrected errors in the same direction through the activation of wrist extensors. A similar relationship was observed for the other three groups of neurons (supra-threshold stimulations evoked wrist flexion (n = 2, Figure 8F ), elbow extension (n = 5, Figure 8G ), and elbow flexion (n = 30, Figure 8H ): differences in 
DISCUSSION
Here, we have clearly shown that information on visual end-point errors was actually encoded by neurons in the premotor cortex and the primary motor cortex with an approximate latency of 100 ms during the initial post-movement period. We further showed that post-movement intracortical microstimulation to each region of the recording resulted in trial-by-trial increases in reach errors in the direction opposite to the ''preferred'' direction of the error defined for each recorded neuron. That is, the stimulation caused gradual changes in reaching movements so that the error in the preferred direction would be decreased in normal circumstances. In addition, the error did not disappear at once when the stimulation was terminated: the error (after-effect) decreased in the same gradual and exponential manner as observed in typical adaptation (Bastian, 2008) . We can note another similarity between the present results and the findings in prism adaptation regarding the effect of the visual delay. In the present study, we have shown that microstimulation was no longer effective with a delay of 100 ms after the movement. Likewise, the speed and the amount of prism adaptation in reaching were shown to be halved by delaying the visual feedback of the end-point error by 100 ms in both humans and monkeys (Kitazawa et al., 1995; Kitazawa and Yin, 2002) . From the similarities between the effects of microstimulation and prism adaptation, we concluded that the error signals represented in the motor cortical circuits caused ''adaptation'' in reaching.
The present results show that error signals in motor cortical circuits serve as a causal drive that compensates for reaching errors. By contrast, human imaging studies to date have not reported any involvement of the motor cortical circuits in representing errors in reaching. These studies reported the involvement of sensory-association cortices, such as those in the parietal regions (Brodmann areas 2 to 5) and those around the intraparietal sulcus (Diedrichsen et al., 2005; Luauté et al., 2009 ). This seeming discrepancy would have been produced because functional imaging did not have enough sensitivity to detect error signals in the motor cortical circuits. As exemplified in Figure 4 , the error information reached its peak during the post-movement period when the mean firing rate was rather small. In addition, the mean firing rate did not increase on average, even at the peak of error information ( Figures 4A and 4F , shaded in magenta). That is, the error information was encoded by each neuron with an increase in discharge in one preferred direction and a decrease in the opposite direction ( Figures 4C and 4H ). If we view the motor cortical regions as a whole, half of the errorencoding neurons would increase their activity, but the other half would decrease their activity, leaving the mean activity unchanged. A similar situation was reported in the cerebellum. End-point error information was encoded by a combination of increases and decreases in climbing fiber activity without changes in the mean firing rate (Kitazawa et al., 1998) . Thanks to the sensitivity of unit recording, we were successful in identifying the end-point error information encoded by the motor cortical circuits. The seeming discrepancy between the imaging studies and the present unit-recording study could be resolved more directly in two ways. First, by directly recording neuronal activities of parietal neurons, such as those in the Brodmann area 5 that send parieto-frontal projections to PM and M1 (Wise et al., 1997) , we could show that these parietal neurons encode error information with a clear increase in mean activity. Second, by applying information-based fMRI approaches to humans (Miyawaki et al., 2008) , we could decode reaching errors from combinations of voxel-wise signals in PM and M1. Error encoding in the upper and lower streams in both humans and monkeys merits further investigation. The repetitive pairing of saccades with the stimulation of the superior colliculus or the medial part of the mesencephalic tegmentum produced a gradual shift in the saccade end-point relative to the target location (Kaku et al., 2009; Kojima et al., 2007; Soetedjo et al., 2009) . From the results of stimulation studies, it is generally accepted that the deep layers of the superior colliculus (SC) issue error (learning) signals for saccade adaptation that reach the cerebellum through the tecto-olivocerebellar pathway (Dash and Thier, 2014; Iwamoto and Kaku, 2010; Kaku et al., 2009; Kojima et al., 2007) . By analogy, we infer that the motor cortices assumed the role of the SC in issuing error (learning) signals for adaptation. As for the target of learning signals, we present two possible explanations. One involves the cerebellum by way of the parvocellular division of the red nucleus and principal olivary nucleus (Burman et al., 2000; CatmanBerrevoets et al., 1979; Courville and Otabe, 1974; Humphrey et al., 1984; Humphrey and Rietz, 1976; Monakow et al., 1979; Strominger et al., 1979) . The cortico-rubro-olivo-cerebellar pathway should be highly functional because electrical stimulation delivered to the M1 and the PM in monkeys produced climbing fiber responses in both anterior and posterior lobules on the surface of the cerebellum (Sasaki et al., 1977) . Indeed, the endpoint error in reaching was shown to be encoded by complex spikes of the Purkinje cells using the same paradigm as in the present study (Kitazawa et al., 1998) . Thus, we infer that the climbing fiber error signals that originate in the PM and M1 cause plastic changes in the cerebellum, which would eventually result in adaptation in reaching (Baizer et al., 1999; Bastian, 2008; Gilbert and Thach, 1977; Ito, 2013; Martin et al., 1996b; Medina and Lisberger, 2008) . Alternatively, error signals could induce plasticity in the local cortical circuits, and this process may depend on the integrity of cerebro-cerebellar circuitry.
It may be questioned why a short 100-ms delay resulted in a significant decrease in adaptation while visual error information remained robustly encoded by PM and M1 neurons despite the delay ( Figure 4L , green curve). This apparent puzzle can be resolved by assuming a temporal window of association between the traces of motor control signals and the error information (Chen and Thompson, 1995; Kitazawa, 2002) . According to Chen and Thompson (1995) , long-term depression (LTD) induced by the co-activation of parallel fibers and climbing fibers in the cerebellum can be maximized when parallel fiber stimulation precedes climbing fiber stimulation by +250 ms, but LTD is induced to lesser degrees with delays of À250, 0, or +125 ms. This delayed time window in LTD is reasonable as error signals carried by climbing fibers are always delayed from timing of motor control signals by about 200 ms (Kitazawa et al., 1998) . Kitazawa (2002) noted that error information encoded by climbing fiber signals with a peak delay of 200 ms fits the entire movement period after shifting the information curve by 250 ms back in time (see Figure 1 in Kitazawa, 2002) . Let us apply this same discussion to the information curves examined in the present study (Figures 4L) . After shifting error information (represented by the red and green curves in Figures 4L) 250 ms backward in time, we can see that the red curve covers most of the movement period, while a significant part of the green curve is left outside the movement period. We further hypothesize that it is the initial half of the movement period that is important for inducing adaptation, because stimulation between +100 and +300 ms, which would have covered the later half of the movement period under the assumption of the 250-ms backward shift, did not yield significant effects. We thus carried out a formal integration of each shifted curve over the initial half of the movement period (0 to 140 ms). The integration yielded a value of 0.64 bits for the red curve (0-ms delay condition), but the value remained as small as 0.14 bits for the green curve (100-ms delay condition, Figure S1 ). The small delay of 100 ms becomes critical once we assume a time window of plastic association between traces significant information. Note that the succession criterion (significance for five consecutive time bins) was not applied to the data drawn from elbow extensors. Shaded areas (cyan) show 100-ms time bins that yielded each peak information. (E-H) Activity tuning maps for neurons and muscles on the visual error plane. Spikes of neurons, supra-threshold stimulation to which evoked wrist extension (E, n = 9), wrist flexion (F, n = 2), elbow extension (G, n = 5), and elbow flexion (H, n = 30), were averaged across neurons after normalizing the maximum activity level to one for each neuron. As for muscle activity levels, each map was prepared during each 100-ms period as shown in (A)-(D) . The maximum activity level was normalized to one for each muscle group. Arrows show the ''preferred'' direction that connected the origin and maximum point for each map. Note that two vectors, one for neurons and another for EMG signals, pointed in a similar direction within each group. of issued motor commands and the feedback error information. The present results thus lend further support for our previous proposal that there is a relatively strict temporal window for associating traces of motor command and feedback error signals in motor learning and adaptation (Kitazawa, 2002; Kitazawa et al., 1995) .
It is also worth noting that the later part of error information encoded by M1 could be used for generating muscle activity for error correction, even if the later information was too late for inducing adaptation. Indeed, EMG activity of wrist extensors and flexors encoded visual error information during the later period of 200-500 ms ( Figures 8A and 8B) .
According to the feedback-error learning hypothesis (Kawato and Gomi, 1992) , the minor but significant muscle activities would have been evoked automatically in response to visual errors, although the monkeys were not allowed to move their hands. By analyzing the EMG activities of four groups of muscles, we have shown that this was actually the case. Furthermore, when a group of muscles was activated by supra-threshold stimulation through a recording electrode, the preferred direction of the visual error of the recorded neurons generally agreed with the preferred direction of the activated muscle group (Figures 8E-8H ). We also showed that subthreshold stimulation following touch induced adaptation in the direction that cancels the preferred error. These results are consistent with the feedback-error learning hypothesis in that error signals that should be used for online error correction on the one hand should also be used for motor learning on the other.
In the present study, we were successful for the first time in inducing ''adaptation'' in voluntary arm movements by artificial electrical stimulation of the motor cortices. This paradigm will prove useful in specifying sites and mechanisms of adaptation and motor learning for arm movements, which remain largely underexplored.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Animals
We used two male monkeys (Macaca fuscata), monkey A (8.7 kg) and monkey S (8.1 kg). The animals were cared for in accordance with the Guidelines for Proper Conduct of Animal Experiments established by the Science Council of Japan. All experiments were approved by the Ethics Review Committee for Animal Experimentation of Juntendo University School of Medicine and the Graduate School of Frontier Biosciences, Osaka University.
Task Procedures
Before training, surgery was performed under aseptic conditions to fix a headrestraining device to the skull. Details of the surgical procedure have been described previously (Inoue et al., 2016) . The monkeys were first administered an analgesic (butorphanol tartrate 0.2 mg, i.v.) and ketamine (10 mg/kg body weight) intramuscularly; they then received an intravenous injection of pentobarbital sodium (20 mg/kg body weight). After partially exposing the skull, polycarbonate screws (3 mm in diameter and 5 mm in length) were used to firmly attach the head-restraining device to the skull. The screws and head-restraining device were fixed with dental acrylic resin. The monkeys received systemic antibiotics (cefazolin 50 mg/kg, i.m.) for 1 week after surgery. The monkeys were also given water and chow ad libitum for at least 1 week after surgery.
After the monkeys had completely recovered from surgery, each monkey was trained to make rapid reaching movements with its left arm toward a visual target that appeared on a screen located 280 mm from the eyes ( Figure 1A) . The monkey viewed the screen through a refractor in front of the right eye, which restricted the field of view to a radius of 8.9
. The refractor was equipped with a pair of motor-driven wedge prisms inside that were designed to achieve a desired displacement of 0-24D (0 -14 ) in any direction in response to a command from a PC. A trial began when the monkey placed its index finger into a slit positioned 260 mm below the eyes. A target then appeared in a square target zone (40 mm 3 40 mm, Figure 1B ) straight ahead of the animal's visual field after a random delay (800-1,200 ms). The monkey was required to release the button within 400 ms of the appearance of the target and touch the screen within 400 ms of releasing the button. The monkey's view of its hand and of the target was blocked at the release of the button by liquid-crystal shutter in front of the refractor. The shutters opened again when the screen was touched, allowing the monkey to see the target and the final position of its hand for 300 ms. The touch position was detected with a touch sensor (ERTS1701, EIT) that covered the surface of the screen. The monkey was required to hold the final position of its hand for 1,000 ms until given a drop of juice. The trial was aborted when touch was lost or moved more than 5.3 mm during the waiting period. The percentage of aborted trials was recorded as 6.1% (monkey A) and 9.0% (monkey S). The size of the reward was inversely proportional to the magnitude of the error to encourage accurate reaching (Kitazawa et al., 1998) . It took approximately 6 months to complete the training. The monkeys generally completed 400-800 trials per day (620 ± 170, mean ± SD for monkey A, and 550 ± 160 for monkey S).
Recording Procedures
After training, a chronic recording chamber was implanted on the skull over the central sulcus contralateral to the trained arm. The position of the chamber was determined based on preoperative anatomic MRI (Hitachi, AIRIS, 0.3 T). Extracellular action potentials of single cortical neurons were recorded using a tungsten electrode (0.2-1 MU at 1 kHz; FHC) from M1 and the ventral PM ( Figure 1D ). Single neuronal activity was digitalized (PLEXON) and stored with the timings and other information (target position, size of visual displacement, and touch position) of task events on a hard disk. Units were judged to lie in M1 and PM if they were found within a region where movements and muscle twitches could be evoked in the trained arm by intracortical microstimulation (a train of 11 pulses of 0.2 ms duration at 333 Hz) at less than 50 mA (M1) or between 50 and 100 mA (PM). If a lip movement, blink, or saccadic eye movement was elicited, we excluded the involved neurons from the database. A total of 147 penetrations were made from the right hemisphere of the two monkeys, and data from 157 M1 neurons (n = 131 from monkey A, and n = 26 from monkey S) and 80 PM neurons (n = 72 from monkey A, and n = 8 from monkey S), from which stable data were obtained in more than 60 trials, were used for offline analyses. No prism displacement was introduced until a single neuron was stably isolated. Following isolation, during each trial, we introduced a random prism displacement chosen from 81 candidates that covered a 40 3 40 mm square area (8.2 3 8.2 ; Figure 1B ). It is worth noting that the animals were not able to foresee the direction or the amplitude of prism displacement.
Analysis of Behaviors
We examined whether the visual error (ve) enhanced by a random prism displacement induced a trial-by-trial adaptation in the motor error (me) of the following trial. We formulated a model of trial-by-trial adaptation that is similar to that used in our previous study (Inoue et al., 2015) :
where A, B, C, and D denote a retention factor (A), a learning rate (B), a bias correction term (C), and the motor error of the first trial (D). The models were fitted to horizontal and vertical errors in 79 data blocks (71 for monkey A, and eight for monkey S) of a size larger than 90 trials (e.g., the 127-trial block shown in Figure 2D ) using the least-squares method with MATLAB (version 2015a; optimization and global optimization toolboxes). Aborted trials were excluded from the analysis. Three aborted trials in succession were regarded as the end of a data block, and the next valid trial was regarded as the first trial of the next data block.
Cell Classification
To characterize the neuronal activity of all 237 neurons in M1 and PM, we applied a cluster analysis to the normalized firing patterns prepared for each neuron from the spike train aligned at the onset of reaching movement. Details of the analyses have been explained elsewhere (Ohmae et al., 2015) . Briefly, spike trains were accumulated and averaged with a bin width of 1 ms and convolved with a kernel function of time (t) with two time constants that determined the growth phase (t g = 1 ms) and the decay phase (t d = 20 ms). After normalizing the mean and the peak of the activation function to zero and 1 (or À1 when the modulation was inhibitory) for each neuron, 237 normalized activation functions (1,000 data points from À500 ms to 500 ms around the onset of reaching movement) were classified into four clusters using a cluster analysis (Ward method) using the Statistics Toolbox of MATLAB (MathWorks). A Silhouette value (S) was determined for each neuron and was defined as SðiÞ = fbðiÞ À aðiÞg=maxðbðiÞ; aðiÞÞ;
where a(i) represents the mean distance between the normalized activation function (firing pattern) of the i-th neuron and the other members of the same cluster, and where b(i) represents the mean distance between the i-th neuron and members of the other three clusters. When all members of the cluster of the i-th neuron are close together, a(i) approaches a value of zero and S(i) approaches a value of +1 (best separation). The mean Silhouette value across all neurons was used to determine the optimal number of clusters (n = 4).
Error Information Analyses
We examined the relationship between neuronal discharges and visual end-point errors by calculating a mutual information measure regarding the quadrant of each reaching error (Kitazawa et al., 1998) . Assuming that neuronal discharges during a particular 100-ms period are independent of the visual end-point error, the number of spike counts during the period should be similar, irrespective of which quadrant the end-point error fell. We thus counted the number of visual errors in each of the four quadrants (n i , i = 1, 2, 3, and 4) in N trials during which recordings were made ðN = P 4 i = 1 n i Þ. Then, we counted the number of spikes during a certain 100-ms time window for each trial and summed the spike counts across those trials in which the end-point error fell in the i-th quadrant (m i , i = 1, 2, 3, and 4; M = P 4 i = 1 m i ). A chi-square test was used to test whether the combination of summed spike counts (m i ) significantly deviated from the expected counts (M 3 n i /N). We further defined mutual information I as where the random variable X denotes the quadrant of the error resulting in a given spike and where Y denotes the time bin of spike occurrence. We further defined the information transmission rate (I r , bits/s) by dividing the information (bits) by the width of the time window (0.1 s). The information measure was calculated by moving the 100-ms time window along the time axis with steps of 10 ms. The information was judged to be significant when the chi-square test yielded significant differences (p < 0.05, uncorrected) in 5 consecutive bins.
Electrical Microstimulation
We examined the effects of post-movement ICMS in 31 locations, 18 for M1 and 13 for PM. Before stimulation, we first recorded single neuronal activity from the location. When the discharges of the recorded neuron seemed to encode visual error information, we moved on to a microstimulation experiment. One experiment consisted of three blocks of 30 trials, during which no visual displacement was introduced. In the first block (pre-test), the monkey performed the reaching task without stimulation. In the second block (test), we delivered electrical microstimulation (a train of 66 pulses of 0.2 ms duration at 333 Hz) from the touch using the same electrode. The microstimulation level was set to 80% of the movement threshold that was determined at rest by visual observation before each session. Thus, no overt movement was elicited by microstimulation. During this stimulation period, the target was removed during each movement and presented again under the touch position as soon as the monkey touched the screen. This procedure nulled the visual error and prevented the visual error from reducing the effect of stimulation. In the third period, the monkey performed the reaching task without stimulation (post-test period). The end-point error was measured between the initial target position and the touch position and broken down into two directions, the preferred direction of the recorded neuron and its orthogonal direction. The amount of the after-effect in the post-test period and its correction rate (speed of decay) was quantified using a linear discrete model, details of which were described elsewhere (Kitazawa and Yin, 2002) . The 95% confidence interval was calculated for the correction rate and the amount of after-effect using the linear model.
EMG and Eye Movement Analyses
EMG activity was recorded in separate sessions in one monkey from the skin surface over wrist extensors, wrist flexors, elbow extensors, and elbow extensors using Ag-AgCl electrodes (Vitrode M-150, Nihon Kohden). EMG activity was band-pass filtered (70 Hz-8 kHz) and sampled at 40 kHz, and converted into a pulse sequence by setting a threshold just above the background level using a software window discriminator (Plexon). The same information analyses were applied to the EMG data regarding the end-point error and the target position. We further prepared EMG tuning fields at the peak of the significant information for each group of muscles. Eye movements were recorded in both monkeys from the left eye in separate sessions while they performed reaching tasks under the same experimental conditions as during single neuronal recordings. The monkey's horizontal and vertical eye positions were sampled at 500 Hz using an infrared eye tracker (EyeLink 1000, SR Research).
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